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Drafting, Detailing, and Usability

Dual Interface Options
Easily switch between a traditional TurboCAD UI and the more modern TurboCAD 

LTE UI, which included dynamic input and a command line
       

Entity Marks

Create custom marks to track, or count objects, and add information using Property 

Sets and Multi-blocks.               • Property Set Definitions – Create custom 

information for objects, and derive custom information from object geometry.

• Multi-View Blocks – Define composites of blocks that can vary their appearance 

depending upon viewpoint.

   

ePack File packaging, including XRefs, SHX fonts     

Export Coordinate Data
Derive point data from the geometry in models and drawings and export the data 

in a standard CSV format.
      

Print Window 	Effortlessly create printouts by specifying any desired area of a drawing        

Protractor Rapidly create construction lines in 2D and 3D with a powerful dynamic display.        

Super Selector Modes

• Window Polygon mode - objects completely inside closed polygon will be selected                                                    

• Crossing Polygon mode - objects crossed by or within a closed polygon will be 

selected.                                         • Fence mode - objects crossed by an open 

polygon (fence) will be selected.                                                               • 

Rectangular mode – the standard bi-directional rectangle selector. 

       

Templates Improved Architectural and Metric templates.      

Custom Text for Dimensioning
Customized text formatting for dimensions includes bolding, superscript, subscript, 

italics, support for multiple font scales, and multi-line.
     

Move Dimension Text
Edit dimension text from inside the dimension tool using the local menu, for added 

flexibility and improved productivity.
     

Area Units
Specify Area Units discretely from Linear Units.  Example - Measure area in feet 

and distance in inches. (Metric also)
     

Rotate View with Viewport
A new option has been added to synchronize the rotation of viewports and views 

while retaining the possibility of discreet rotation.
     

Delta Distance and Delta Move Angle(s)  You can now move a selected object simply by specifying distance and a direction.      
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Auto-Shape
Quickly sketch out standard shapes (arc, line, box, etc.) and TurboCAD will 

automatically create the precision shape.
     

Arrow Tool

Four new arrow tools (Arrow Arc, Arrow Curve, Arrow Line, and Arrow Polyline) 

allow you to rapidly draw arrows.  Specify the arrow tail and arrowhead or create 

your own.  

     

Dimensional Updating for Drafting Objects
New TurboCAD 21 offers improved associative interactivity between Drafting 

Objects and Dimensions, with or without viewports.      

Edit Tool option "Node Filter"
On objects with a large number of nodes it allows you to select a subset of nodes to 

optimize performance and ease of use.      

Edit Tool option "Workplane by 3D object" New option "On/off 'Workplane by 3D object'" was added to the Edit Tool.      

Conceptual Selector

Transcends state of the art minipulation of 3D objects and editing.  A totally flexible 

design allows you to customize the selector to any visual and eidting parameters 

that are avialable in the application eg.   move,scale, rotate. 
   

Nudge functionality 
Improvement to existing nudge functionality for more efficient pick-up and 

placement of selected object(s) using the numbers pad.
   

Block/Group Editing
While in block/group edit mode you can now snap to objects outside the block or 

group
   

User Interface 

User can now resize all dialog boxes as need for their design environment. Eg.   

screensize, resolution.   Works for General property pages + Multiline Text + 

Dimensions, Programm setup and Drawing options pages.  
   

Contact Manger & File Sharing Abiity create and maintain contact lists and send files to individuals or groups    

Format Painter Tool

Ability to use Format Painter to transfer Custom Properties and Property Set 

Definitions (PSD) from one object to another.  A crucial feature for extending your 

BIM/IFC models. 
   

Dimension Text
Dimension Text as Non-rotatable.This property was added for the dimension text 

(similar to the simple text)
   

Sorted Layers in Drop down lists 

SORTED LAYERS IN DROP DOWN LISTS.

The Layers in the drop down and simple lists are sorted as per Design Director

If you change the control view order  in  Design Director the same ordering will be 

in 

all other Layer controls.

   

Trim tools Ability to trim hatched or closed objects and maintain the hatch or closure.    

Dimension units format By Drawing
Dimension units format By Drawing. You can now globally define the dimension 

untis at the drawing level. 
   

Join Polylne Tool
The join polyline tool now works on bezier and splines without coverting them to 

polyline.  Their original curve status is maintained.
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Copy tools

Mirror Options (now all part of part tree)

1. Mirror along line - the old tool behaviour, now part of part tree

2. Mirror along face - define plane along which Mirror operation should be 

performed.

3. Try to create single object - option which try to add original object and its 

mirrored copy (creates PartTree operation Mirror3D for ACIS objects, or adds 

original and mirrored TC Surface objects)

 

ISO Circle/Grid Tool to easily construct isometric circles  

Architectural

Roof Tool

1. Improved Roof Slope functionality to allow input of Rise/Run amount and/or 

Degrees.  (in properties dialog will be present in Platinum, Pro and Deluxe)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

2.  Roof Slabs   -  TurboCAD now allows users to make a roof slab object type.  

With one slab, you can quickly create a flat roof, or use in conjunction with new 

roof angles, mitering, and edge cut tools to join several slabs together and create 

nearly any roof style.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   

3. Roof Miter-  edge cut orientation (plumb or square).  New "Edge Cut" roof 

property allow to select different methods to roof building (plumb or square)

3. To "Add Roof Wall Modifier" tool were added two local menu items: Top Modifier 

and Bottom Modifier

4. "Add Roof Modifier" tool was added

   

Convert Slabs

Now you take a classic TC roof, and convert it (explode) the roof to a set of roof 

slabs. This makes it more convenient to create and edit custom roofs (clipped gable 

roof, dormer, ...)
 

Edit Roof Slope Rise/Run Support The Edit Roof Slab Tool now inlcudes an input field (minor enhancement)

Trim Roof Slab by plane 

 - Select target flat plane for the trimming object

 - Select the side of the roof slab to be trimmed.  

 -Support classic TC trim tool for Roof Slab (trim by polyline)
 

Mechanical / 3D Modeling

3D ACIS
®
 modeler

A new algorithm has been written that gives more adequate results in some cases, 

and adds options to the ACIS faceter properties.                                                                  
     

3D Slice Any Solid with a (ACIS) Surface Any flat or curved plane in space can be used to bisect a solid.       

3D Slice by Facet Improved 3D Slice tools options now include Slice by Facet
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Advanced Blending Functionality

New 3D Filet/Blending Options - for much more organic and realistic object creation 

(see movie)

- Holdline Blend, ability to blend using associative polylines

- Variable Blend, ability to blend between points then adjust their radial amounts 

via the part tree

 

Array/Pattern Tool
Pattern copy tools allow users to apply repeating geometries on ACIS objects.  

Patterns are parametric and can interact with entities through Boolean operations.
       

Bend to Path
New Bend to Path tool and PartTree operation, bends ACIS solid object along line, 

arc or curve.
 

Create Surface from Solid
When using the Create Surface from Solids tool you can now retain the source 

object. 
   

Drafting Object Breaks

When a drafting object is too large to display fully, use a break gap to abbreviate 

the displayed object.  Adjust break line properties including type (straight, zig-zag, 

wave, or heartbeat), gap value, color, and extension length. 
     

Extract Entity

Tool allows extraction of edges and faces from solid body (with or without offset), 

offset sheet faces loops. Extracted objects can be used by other tools. See attached 

video.

Options:

- Extract edge from body

- Extract/offset face from solid

- Remove open gap from sheet body

- Offset face/planar face loop

 

Extract Surface from Faces
When using the Create Surface from Faces [ACIS] tool you can now retain the 

source object. 
   

Extrude to Face

Similar to the Quick Pull tool, Extrude to Face allows you to pull a face to another 

surface.  Then TurboCAD will create a Boolean addition or subtraction in the shape 

of the secondary face.
       

Faceter Properties

Now users can control the facet resolution of the display for improved productivity.  

Low res displays more quickly while high res displays more slowly (speed 

depending on the image).  This allows you to find a balance between quality and 

speed of display.

     

Gear Contour 	Use the Gear tool to create Gear objects and aligned gear objects.        

Geometric Tolerance
New tool for mechanical designers that allows them to tell a machine 

shop/manufacturer how to machine a part.
       

Imprint Edge
Imprinting Edges onto Faces or Wires (any 2D continuous line, curve, arc) - see 

video in new features
 

Lofting to a Point
An obvious tool we should have had in here a long time ago.  Create a square 

football. (see movie)  
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Offset with Law

Two options were added to Offset tool:

- Use law - tells if law should be used for offsetting (if it can be applied to offsetting 

entity)

- Edit law - Allows user to enter the law he wants entity to be offsetted with.

 

Point Cloud - Subset Point Cloud Ability to extract a Surface from subset of a point cloud data set 

Point Cloud Import/Export .PCD, .PCG, .TXT point cloud file support 

Point Cloud Triangulation Ability to extract a Surface from point cloud data set 

Quick Pull Tool

A powerful tool to dynamically modify fillets, bends, and/or cylindrical radii.  Lastest 

updates to manipulate mutliple co-planar faces simaltaneously, thicken ACIS 

surfaces, and dynamically switch between Quick Pull and Imprint modes
     

Revolve Face Functional variation on sweeping.  

Slots Tools

Slot Tools (Big benefit to woodworkers and furniture makers, inventors)

- Circular Slot

- Circular Slot By Center and Radius

 

Smooth Surface Meshes, Design and Editing tools A set of tools for editing SMESH as symectrical models     

Surface with Laws Generate an entirely new surface object with a formula.  

Thread Tool
Easily create threaded 3D objects.  The pitch and height of threading are 

parametrically defined and editable… plus 3 modes of display.
       

Tweak Face Tweaks a face of solid body to sheet face
 

Twisted Extrude
Simple Extrude with added parameters: Twist angle, Distance type, Normal, Full 

height, Twist to top, Twist start distance, Twist end distance, Twist continuity.
       

Unbend Sheet Tool New Get Bend Lines option    

Warp Entiry by Law
Plug a formula into TC (like a trig formula) and TC will quick the 3D object an apply 

the formula to it.
 

Wire Wrapping Wrap a wire around a 3D solid for use as an extrusion or sweep path.    

Rendering/Visualization

Redsdk Display Engine A hardware accelerated (GPU) 2D/3D and Photorealistic display engine          

UV Mapping

Create more realistic and varied materials for rendering by mapping bitmaps onto 

3D. Proportional editing introduced with v21 to edit the mesh which defines the 

relationship between the UV Map and the mapped image.
     

Create Segment by Edges Refined method for defining segments used in UV Mapping     

http://doc.spatial.com/articles/w/i/r/Wire_Offsetting_3d34.html
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Unwrapping

A new ‘least squares conformal maps’ algorithm in TurboCAD finds the optimum 

way to take a 3D surface and flatten it with the minimum distortion.  For example, 

take the skin off of an apple without breaking it.
    

Material Wizard
Automatically create a new material based on an inserted image.  This includes 

bump maps, image maps, transparency maps and reflection maps.
    

Redsdk improvement New Bump Displacement shader in the RedSDK materials    

Dynamic Cutaway Plane
Cutting Plane works in Draft and in mixing Draft + Wireframe and Draft + Hidden 

Line modes    

Geo-Located Sun

Universal Sun Light calculations and rendering in TurboCAD 21 are now based on 

one of three modes:

1. user geo-location, date, and time

2. longitude, latitude and custom GMT

3. angle and azimuth

     

Interoperability, Programmability:

3D Printing
Automatically exports /STL file to Axon software to convert to format compatible 

with BfB printers
         

COLLADA (.DAE) Import/Export

Added to v17 - Major update includes layer and instances.  New in v15, COLLADA 

offers works well with Google™ SketchUp™, Google Earth, and a growing number 

of other platforms.  File import added in v20
         

IFC Export

Export data to the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) format, the industry standard 

for BIM information. In addition to custom data, export geometry for walls, doors, 

windows, slabs, and roofs can be exported.
  

IFC Import Import of Walls, Doors, Windows, Slabs and Roofs      

IFC Import/Export Improvements Suport for Import/Export of Beam & Column Object Types      

3D PDF export of Redsdk Materials 3D PDF export now includes support of Redsdk materials  

PRC 3D PDF

PRC (Product Representation Compact) file export filter.

Filter exports 3D content to PRC file and PDF file with PRC insertion.  

Image: visual effects

Image has new properties when exporting:

- brightness;

- contrast;

- saturation;

- transparency.

   

Proxy Object support (.TCW)
Save proxy object option allows for faster file opening; TC Deluxe and Designer will 

be able to display (Pro specific) proxy objects.
         

Network License Support Registration/activation license keys which control number of authorized users         
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SKP 2013 Support Update of both Read and Write filter based on the SU2013 API definitions      

.U3D Export Export 3D models to U3D files which can be embedded in 3D PDF files        

Performance, UI

Redsdk 

Speed improvement in panning, zooming , and rotating large objects with addition 

of Redway engine.  Support of all visual modesin later versions, including wirframe, 

draft, and quality render modes
         

Backup open documents on program close

A new option on by default. Called automatic backup and restore. When this option 

is on, when you TurboCAD you will not be prompted to save any modified 

documents that you have open. Instead all open documents are backed up to the 

backups folder and the program closes. Then when you next start the program, the 

same documents are automatically reloaded so that you can continue working 

where you left off.

 

File Buffer

A new option to save the Undo/Redo buffer of a  file when it is closed or when the 

application closes (SEE Above) The buffer is re-loaded when the file is reopened, 

and can be used from the last point.
 

Untitled documents

Documents that you have created and not saved are backed up using the name 

"Untitled" followed by a number and the date/time. This name and number 

corresponds to those shown in the titlebar when you are editing new unsaved 

documents.

 

LEGEND

 Partial Implementation

 More work can be done to improve feature

 Full feature implementation˜


